BAR FIXTURES=BILLIARD TABLES

Pledge Fair Aid

Members of Congress line up for Fair.

Meet at Banquet

Senator Mitchell entertains noted men.

West will act as unit

Support of Democrats in the upper House pledged.

OHIO AND KANSAS TO FARE

Representative Bixby, a foe to Expositions, deny Coalition of Old Guard.

Imperial Hotel

CHALLENGES BUT ONLY BUOYS

 caretaker. Better buy where you can get the widest selection and the most perfect workmanship, according to the Imperial Hotel.

Traveling Cards

ENGRAVED IN TIFFANY TEXT FOR A XMAS PRESENT

W. G. SMITH & CO.

Washington, D.C.

COVETS OF TODAY'S PAPER.

Readers of the Sentinel read much of the same as the Imperial Hotel.

Pension Office will have a new head.

Duties are not conglial.

Commissioner Will Return to Practice of Law.

Candidates already appear.

Representatives Forbes and Wiley of Kansas, a prominent Man--Gannett's change will not be made until next year.

The Portland Oregonian.

Vol. XLIII.-No. 12,662.

Portland, Oregon, Wednesday, November 25, 1908.

Price Five Cents.

BAR FIXTURES=BILLIARD TABLES

Are you purchasing your next or new table? It

means the expenditure of considerable money, so

be sure you get the best table and the best work-

ship. That is why we like to furnish you with

all sorts of supplies.

ROTHCHILD BROS.

The Professional or amateur

finds the possession of a

High-Grade Lens of Gorilla and Calligari Lenses

in the Northwest.

BLUMAUER-FRANK DRUG CO.

220-242 Fourth Street.

DR. FOWLER'S

MEAT AND MALT

"There's Life and Strength in Every Drop." A BRIDGE ON A MEDICINE.

LAMBER'S BROS., Sole Distributors, Wholesale Liquor and Oiler Dealers.

Imperial Hotel.

The American Plan.

You may live fifteen years on the new carpet. Better buy where you can get the widest selection and the most perfect workmanship, according to the Imperial Hotel.

W. G. Mack & Co.

Visiting Cards

ENGRAVED IN TIFFANY TEXT FOR A XMAS PRESENT
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